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Examples from Hospital Compare website/datasets







Rationale/ background for this approach 

Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education 
(GAISE) College Report 2016 basic recommendations include:
• Active learning
• Using real data of interest to the student
• The use of technology, including the the internet, to illustrate concepts in 

statistics

Additional recommendations from ASA that a (rich) dataset be used 
throughout a statistics course, in addition to other examples.
Pilot course results and consultation with client disciplines 



• STAT 1100 -a freshman, sophomore level consumer -based 
statistics 

• Taken primarily by physical therapy and nursing majors
• Mainly taught by adjuncts and graduate teaching assistants
• Students do well, but weren’t engaging during class
• Questions about retention and assessment
• No one was thrilled about teaching this course. They thought the 

course was too fluffy.
• Could in-context group project work where students 

answers questions relating statistics to their major add 
depth and interest?

• Can this be done across all sections?



Information about STAT 1100 students’ perceptions and experiences –Poll at 
the beginning of Spring 2019 semester STAT 1100 courses. (105 students)

I believe statistics is relevant to my field of study.
Strongly agree: 11%                34%                28 %               23%        Strongly disagree:  4%

I believe in my ability to learn and master quantitative skills and concepts.
Strongly agree:  32%                35%                13 %               11%        Strongly disagree:  8%

I can communicate in written form about quantitative concepts.
Strongly agree:  18%                27%                35 %               16%        Strongly disagree:  4%

I can communicate verbally about quantitative concepts.
Strongly agree:  15%                32%                32 %               18%        Strongly disagree:  3%

I feel that in-class activities involving statistics related to my major will help me understand statistics.
Strongly agree:  24%                27%                26 %               15%        Strongly disagree:  9%



I have done in-class activities in previous courses for my major.
Many times: 24%   Sometimes:  51%  Seldom: 15%  Rarely:  8%   Never:  2%

I have done in-class activities in previous math and statistics courses.
Many times: 29%   Sometimes:  51%  Seldom: 10%  Rarely:  5%   Never:  5%

I learn best when the instructor lectures during class and we do 
homework outside of class.
Strongly agree:  24%                19%              31 %               19%        Strongly disagree:  7%

STAT 1100 retention assessment quiz (Spring 19- about one year after 
students take the course) 
median score: 9/20 ; 
about 65% did not think STAT 1100 helped strengthen their quantitative and statistical 
knowledge and skills.



Fall 2017-Piloted partially flipped  STAT 1100 with in-context 
projects

I was asked to teach and review STAT 1100, so I decided to test a partially flipped model with in-
context group projects. Teams consisted 4 to 5 students  who shared one or two majors. Class size 
was 35.
; instructor perceptions



Results/example from the pilot study





Client Discipline Conversations Spring 2018: 

• Agreed that we would try to deliver the course with in-context discipline-driven 
projects in a partially flipped classroom setting. Include hospital compare 
projects.

• Agreed to assess retention in follow-up course.
Summer 2018 –course set up with new textbook, online hw, reading quizzes, projects

Fall 2018: 
• Two instructors agreed to try STAT 1100 partially flipped course; two others 

didn’t.
• Poll showed students weren’t very happy with having to find their own articles, 

other difficulties with partially flipped course. Performance remained good. 
Need to do better PR and revise projects

• Recruited instructors for all  7 spring sections as partially flipped classes.

Spring 2019 (all 7 sections instructors on board)
• Hospital compare projects developed; Article projects consolidated to three projects and article 

sources added. Project webpage added.
• Had several meetings with instructors and more email contact with them.
• Mostly positive feedback from instructors and students so far.
• Pre-class poll given. Post-class poll to come for both students and instructors. Then retention  quiz.



Some next steps:

Analyze data at different levels: team members
TDA analysis of data: Project for master’s student, Sadita Salihovic.

Build in more classroom feedback, discussion between groups, and group  
presentations.

Use students’ projects to see where there are misunderstandings and change 
projects accordingly. 

The interface in projects is still clunky. Figure that out. Make grading easier.

Demo Projects



STAT 1100 Projects website :
https://sites.google.com/slu.edu/stat-1100-

projects/home

Hospital compare data

Websites: 

Thank you!

https://sites.google.com/slu.edu/stat-1100-projects/home
https://sites.google.com/slu.edu/stat-1100-projects/home
https://data.medicare.gov/data/hospital-compare

